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Dark matter searches

• Indirect detection: look for SM particles - electrons/positrons, photons, 
neutrinos, protons/antiprotons - produced by DM interactions.

• Direct detection: look for Standard Model particles recoiling from collisions 
with invisible dark matter.

• Colliders: produce DM particles in high-energy collisions and look for missing 
energy (e.g. at the LHC), or search for new light dark-sector particles.
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Decay
SM

SM

quarks? leptons? 
gauge bosons?

DM

Cascading decays according 
to known SM processes

?
new 

physics

dark matter known particles long-lived known particles

• Observable signatures are controlled by DM mass (total available energy), preferred 
decay channels (controls spectrum of products), and decay lifetime (controls rate).

• Lifetime must be >> than age of universe, so decay rate is proportional to 1/
lifetime.

• Rate is proportional to DM density; integrated rate from a region is proportional to 
total DM content of that region.



Annihilation
SM

SM

quarks? leptons? 
gauge bosons?

DM

DM

Cascading decays according 
to known SM processes

?
new 

physics

dark matter known particles long-lived known particles

• Observable signatures are controlled by DM mass (total available energy), preferred annihilation 
channels (controls spectrum of products), and annihilation cross section (controls rate).

• Rate is proportional to DM density    squared; integrated rate from a region is proportional to                    
~       for that region.

• Rate can also depend on other factors, e.g. DM velocity - simplest common case has velocity-
independent rate, but either enhancement or suppression at low velocities is possible.
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Current limits

Short version:
Thermal annihilation cross-section benchmark ruled out / in tension for DM 

masses below 10-100 GeV (depending on final state)
Decay lifetimes below ~1027-28 s ruled out for most final states and keV-EeV DM 
masses; for MeV-GeV DM decaying to e+e-, lifetimes can be as short as 1024-25 s



Light DM 
annihilation
<<1 GeV: dominant annihilation to electrons/positrons, photons, 
neutrinos

• DM annihilation to electromagnetically interacting particles can 
induce additional ionization in early universe, distort CMB 
anisotropy spectrum - places stringent limits on e+e- and 
photon channels 

• For velocity-suppressed annihilation, CMB constraints are weak; 
stronger limits come from measurements of the photon 
Galactic diffuse background, and measurements of cosmic rays 
by AMS-02 and Voyager.

TRS ‘16

Essig et al ‘13

Boudaud et al ‘16



WIMP-scale DM annihilation
• ~GeV-100 TeV DM masses: rich array of possible annihilation products

• CMB rules out thermal relic cross section for s-wave annihilation for 
masses below ~10 GeV (unless annihilation is dominantly to neutrinos)

• For photon-rich channels, stronger limits from dwarf galaxies - rule out 
thermal relic cross section below ~100 GeV. At higher masses, the 
strongest nominal limits arise from H.E.S.S observations of the inner 
Galaxy (Abdallah et al ’16).

• Antiproton bounds (to be discussed later) are also competitive for 
hadronic channels.

• For annihilation to e+e-, there are strong limits from AMS-02 positron 
measurements.

• For gamma-ray lines (where background is not so important), strong limits 
from Galactic center gamma-ray observations

Kieffer et al '15
TRS ‘15

Red/pink lines = direct annihilation to 
photons or e+e-
Brown lines = annihilation to neutrinos
Other colors = all other SM final states

Bergstrom et al ‘13

Ahnen et al ‘16
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Light DM decay
• Light decaying DM can be constrained by photon diffuse background.

• Comparable constraints on e+e- channel from the early universe - 
e.g. heating of the gas, CMB limits on extra ionization (see e.g. 
Diamanti et al ’13, Liu, TRS & Zavala ’16, TRS & Wu ’17)

Essig et al ‘13

X-ray searches: to be 
discussed shortly!

TRS & Wu ’17
Colored lines from 
Essig et al ‘13



Heavy DM 
decay

• GeV+ decaying DM 
constrained by dwarf 
galaxies, galaxy clusters, 
extragalactic gamma-
ray background, Milky 
Way halo.

• Lifetime lower limits 
~1027-28 s, for DM 
masses in the 10-1010 
GeV range, for 
representative hadronic 
decay channels.

Cohen et al ‘16



Beyond constraints: hints 
of signals?



The 3.5 keV line: signals 
and constraints

• 3.5 keV X-ray spectral line: initial 
discovery in XMM-Newton data claimed 
by Bulbul et al ‘14 and Boyarsky et al ‘14, at 
~4σ significance.

• Simplest dark matter explanation: decay of 
~7 keV sterile neutrino (summarized in 
figure)

• In some tension with observations of 
dwarfs (Malyshev et al ’14), stacked 
galaxies (Anderson et al ’14), and M31 
with Chandra (Horiuchi et al ’14).

• Other DM-related explanations: 
annihilation, de-excitation, decay to 
axion-like particles which convert to 
photons in magnetic fields 

• Possible non-DM contributions: atomic 
lines (from K, Cl, Ar, possibly others), 
charge-exchange reactions between heavy 
nuclei and neutral gas

Abazajian ‘17
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Testing the 3.5 
keV line

• There are already stringent constraints on DM decay to X-
ray photons from X-ray telescopes, most recently NuSTAR.

• Difficult to separate DM-associated line signal from possible 
astrophysical backgrounds. 

Perez et al ‘17
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Figueroa-Feliciano et al ‘15
• One strategy: seek energy resolution 

sufficient to probe velocity distribution 
of DM in Galactic halo, via Doppler shift 
causing line broadening (e.g. Speckhard et 
al ’16, Powell et al ‘17).

• One possible instrument: Micro-X 
sounding rocket, DM search flight 
scheduled for 2019.

• Short exposure (5 minutes per flight)

• No pointing information

• Large field of view (20 degree radius)

• Excellent energy resolution (3 eV)



The GeV excess
• Apparent new gamma-ray component, spectral energy distribution peaks around 1-3 

GeV (based on Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope data, initial discovery 2009 by 
Goodenough & Hooper).

• Centered on Galactic Center (GC), steeply peaked (flux/volume ~ r
-2.5

), appears 
~symmetric under rotation about the GC. Calore, Cholis & Weniger’15

Daylan, Finkbeiner, Hooper, Linden, Portillo, Rodd & TRS ‘16



Dark matter 
interpretations
• Many studies have been performed of 

possible DM interpretations; most suggest 
a O(10-100) GeV mass scale for the DM, 
and a near-thermal cross section. Details 
depend on modeling of backgrounds (see 
e.g. Karwin et al ’17).

• Some tension with non-detection in dwarf 
galaxies.

• But also faint hints (<3σ) of possible 
corresponding signals from two dwarf 
galaxies (Reticulum II and Tucana III). 
However, (a) consistency with Galactic 
Center excess, and with non-detection in 
other dwarfs, depends strongly on 
uncertainties in DM content/distribution, 
(b) significance depends strongly on 
prescription for trials factor.

Agrawal et al ‘15 (high-mass DM)

Geringer-
Sameth et al 
‘15

Reticulum II



Evidence for pulsars
• Overall spatial morphology suggestive of dark matter origin (NFW-like profile, appears roughly symmetric, 

doesn’t trace Galactic disk).

• But studies of photon fluctuations find evidence (Bayes factor ~10
6
, ~6σ) for point-source-like structure. 

Spectrum consistent with either light dark matter or gamma-ray pulsars.

DM origin hypothesis

signal traces DM density squared, 
expected to be ~smooth near 
GC with subdominant small-

scale structure

signal originates from a 
collection of compact objects, 
each one a faint gamma-ray 

point source

Pulsar origin hypothesis

• Lee, Lisanti, Safdi, TRS & Xue ’16: non-Poissonian template fitting 
(see also Mishra-Sharma et al ’17 for public code package)

• Bartels, Krishnamurthy & Weniger ’16: wavelet analysis

• Most recently, Fermi-LAT Collaboration ’17: studied point 
sources in this region with pulsar-like spectra, found evidence 
for a point source population centered on the Galactic Center, 
compared to the fit with a disk population alone.

Data: bright spots drive 
preference for point sources



AMS-02 
antiprotons

• Cui et al ’17 and Cuoco et al ‘17 use AMS-02 antiproton 
data to set limits on DM annihilation to hadronic 
channels.

• Both papers claim detection of a possible excess with 
significance 4.5σ (Cuoco et al) / Bayes factor 2 ln K = 
11-54 (Cui et al).

Cuoco et al ‘17• Similar fits for other 
annihilation channels 
with ~thermal cross 
sections, 40-130 GeV 
mass (Cuoco et al ’17).

• Broadly consistent with 
GCE dark matter 
interpretation.

• Challenges: modeling of 
antiproton production 
cross section, cosmic-
ray propagation, solar 
modulation.



AMS-02 
positrons

• AMS-02 sees a large excess of positrons 
above ~10 GeV, compared to expectations 
for secondary positrons from proton 
collisions with the interstellar medium.

• Extensively discussed as a possible 
signature of DM annihilation or decay, albeit 
in tension with other measurements.

• Recent development: HAWC has detected 
extended gamma-ray emission around two 
nearby pulsars, Geminga and B0656+14 
(Abeysekara et al ’17, 2HWC catalog)

• If interpreted as a halo of inverse-
Compton-scattered light, these results 
constrain e+e- production by these pulsars.

• Hooper et al ’17 argue these 
measurements suggest pulsars provide a 
dominant contribution to the AMS-02 
positrons.

Hooper et al ’17 - example model

Sam Ting, 8 December 2016, CERN colloquium



Summary
• Current indirect constraints: cover a wide range of masses and cross sections/lifetimes. Probe decay 

lifetimes around 10
25-28

 s across the keV-EeV mass range. Rule out s-wave annihilating DM with a thermal 
relic cross section for masses below 10-100 GeV depending on channel.

• The 3.5 keV line

• Could hint at decaying sterile neutrino DM, or at even more exotic dark-sector physics. However, some 
tension between simple decay scenario and other X-ray measurements.

• Future high-energy-resolution instruments could potentially detect the Doppler shift due to the motion 
of the dark matter, establishing or refuting a DM origin.

• The GeV Galactic Center excess

• If interpreted as a DM signal, would suggest O(10-100) GeV DM annihilating with a ~thermal relic cross 
section.

• Studies of photon statistics suggest the excess instead originates from a population of point sources. 

• AMS-02 cosmic ray measurements

• There are hints of a possible excess in antiprotons peaking at ~10-20 GeV, consistent with 40-130 GeV 
DM annihilating with a thermal relic cross section (but with potentially large systematic uncertainties).

• There is a well-established large flux of high energy positrons (~10-600 GeV); HAWC measurements of 
gamma-ray halos around nearby pulsars may shed light on the pulsar contribution to the positron flux.



BONUS SLIDES



Upcoming cluster limits

PRELIMINARY

Priv. comm. N. Rodd



Heavy DM annihilation
• ~100 TeV-EeV DM masses:

• Limits from IceCube neutrino measurements

• High-energy photons/electrons/positrons may produce electromagnetic cascades of 
secondary particles

• Unitarity limits also become relevant if DM particles are point-like

Murase & Beacom ‘12



The 3.5 keV X-ray line



The 3.5 keV 
line

• 3.5 keV X-ray spectral line: initial 
discovery in XMM-Newton data by 
Bulbul et al (1402.2301) and Boyarsky et 
al (1402.4119), at ~4σ significance.

• Follow-up observational studies by:

Riemer-Sorenson (1405.7943, MW with Chandra 
data)
Jeltema & Profumo (1408.1699, MW)
Boyarsky et al (1408.2503, MW center)
Malyshev et al (1408.3531, dwarf spheroidal 
galaxies)
Anderson et al (1408.4115, stacked galaxies with 
Chandra and XMM-Newton)
Urban et al (1411.0050, clusters with Suzaku)
Tamura et al (1412.1869, Perseus with Suzaku)
Iakubovskyi et al (1508.05186, other clusters)
Jeltema & Profumo (1512.01239, Draco)
Ruchayskiy et al (1512.07217, Draco)



Decaying DM?

• Simplest DM explanation is decaying sterile neutrino at a mass ~7 keV, 
lifetime a few x10

27
 s - long-standing DM candidate.

• Decay to an active neutrino and a single photon, each carrying energy equal 
to ~half the DM mass.

⌧ ⇠ 1029s
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sin2(2✓)
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Other DM interpretations
• There is some tension with the simple DM decay interpretation:

• Best-fit models for clusters appear ruled out (at 12σ) by non-detection in dwarfs and 
stacked galaxies; in particular, Perseus cluster seems too bright relative to other signals.

• Carlson et al 1411.1758 also claims Perseus and Galactic Center morphologies are 
incompatible with DM decay; however, Franse et al 1604.01759 argue otherwise. 

• DM alternatives include exciting dark matter (Finkbeiner & Weiner 1402.6671, Cline & Frey 
1410.7766)

• DM has a metastable excited state 3.5 keV above the ground state.

• This state is excited by DM-DM collisions, and subsequently decays producing a photon.

• Rate of excitation scales as density
2
 x velocity dependence - much less constrained than 

just DM density, seems to allow compatibility with data.

• Another possibility is conversion of an axion-like particle 
to an X-ray photon in the presence of magnetic fields 
(e.g. Conlon & Day 1404.7741) - can lead to widely 
varying signals from different systems (e.g. Alvarez et al 
1410.1867).



Possible backgrounds
• Ongoing controversy over possible 

contamination from atomic lines                                                         
(see e.g. 1408.1699, 1408.4388, 
1409.4143, 1411.1759); several known X-
ray lines close to 3.5 keV, their strength 
can depend sensitively on the plasma 
temperature.

• Hope was that Hitomi experiment 
(launched earlier this year) would resolve 
this issue via superior energy resolution - 
but it broke up in orbit (although it first 
took some data on the Perseus cluster).

• Micro-X sounding rocket may be able to 
provide a test (Figueroa-Feliciano et al 
1506.05519).



Micro-X
• Short exposure (5 minutes per flight)

• Large field of view (20 degree radius)

• No pointing information

• Excellent energy resolution (3 eV)

• Strategy: search for DM decay signal from local Galactic halo, not from 
specific targets

• Energy resolution close to good enough to probe velocity distribution 
of DM in Galactic halo (via Doppler shift causing line broadening)

• Sensitivity relative to pointed searches depends on DM density 
distribution - flatter density distributions are better for Micro-X

• Payload under development; first flight expected within a year



Micro-X mock observation
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The GeV Galactic center 
excess



The GeV excess
• Apparent new gamma-ray component, spectral energy distribution peaks around 1-3 

GeV (based on Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope data, initial discovery 2009 by 
Goodenough & Hooper).

• Centered on Galactic Center (GC), steeply peaked (flux/volume ~ r
-2.5

), appears 
~symmetric under rotation about the GC. Calore, Cholis & Weniger’14

Daylan, Finkbeiner, Hooper, Linden, Portillo, Rodd & TRS ‘14



The GeV excess (II)
• Excess also studied by Fermi-LAT Collaboration ’15, 

with new modeling of diffuse backgrounds. Results 
are broadly consistent with other studies.

• Recently, morphology studied at high energies:

• evidence for a high-energy tail with similar 
morphology to the main excess, but somewhat 
more elongated perpendicular to the plane 
(Linden, Rodd, Safdi & TRS ’16)

• evidence for additional high-energy emission as 
one moves further from the Galactic Center 
(Horiuchi et al ’16)

• pure prompt emission from DM annihilation 
should have energy-independent morphology - 
must use caution in including high-energy data 
when fitting spectrum to DM models.

• caveat: energy-dependent morphology difficult to 
distinguish from contamination by mismodeled 
background - for example, might reflect the Fermi 
Bubbles brightening close to the GC.

Fermi-LAT Collaboration ‘15

Linden et al ‘16



But is it dark matter?
• Dark matter naturally explains consistent spectrum, shape 

of spectrum, and morphology (peaked toward GC, not 
tracing Galactic disk).

• Cross section very close to thermal relic value

• Would suggest DM in the O(10-100) GeV mass range

• Spherical morphology is consistent with expectations 
of annihilation signal from simulations (see e.g. 
Schaller et al ’15; Bernal, Necib & TRS ’16)

• Pulsars (spinning neutron stars) are known to emit 
gamma rays with a similar spectrum (see talk by Calore).

• This spatial distribution was not previously expected

• That doesn’t mean it’s impossible

• Outflows of high-energy cosmic rays from the Galactic 
Center could also produce gamma rays 

• Protons striking gas - although signal doesn’t seem 
obviously gas-correlated

• Electrons upscattering photons - although not easy to 
accommodate constant spectrum

Daylan et al ‘14

h�vi ⇡ 2⇥ 10�26cm3/s

spectrum for simple DM model

observed spectra for detected pulsars

A brief and not exhaustive list of 
references: 
1405.7685, 1405.7928, 1506.05119, 
1507.06129



Point sources vs diffuse 
emission

• Setting aside questions of theoretical plausibility, what can the data tell us?

• Central question: can we distinguish smooth diffuse emission from a population of point 
sources?

• The hope: spatial distribution of photons should be different (in detail) between these two 
cases.

• Of course, depends on luminosity function of sources. Very large number of very faint sources 
= diffuse emission.

Note: Bartels et al ‘15 approach the same question using wavelets, finding consistent results with the 
approach I will describe.

DM origin hypothesis

signal traces DM density 
squared, expected to be 
~smooth near GC with 
subdominant small-scale 

structure

signal originates from a 
collection of compact 

objects, each one a faint 
gamma-ray point source

Pulsar origin hypothesis



Photon statistics
(Lee, Lisanti,Safdi, TRS & Xue PRL 2015)

I expect 10 photons per pixel, in some region of the sky. What is my probability of finding 0 
photons? 12 photons? 100 photons?

Case 1: diffuse emission, Poissonian statistics

Case 2: population of rare sources. 
Expect 100 photons/source, 0.1 sources/pixel - same expected mean # of photons

P(12 photons) = 1012 e-10/12! ~ 0.1
Likewise P(0 photons) ~ 5 x 10-5, P(100 photons) ~ 5 x 10-63

P(0 photons) ~ 0.9, P(12 photons) ~ 0.1x10012 e-100/12! ~ 10-29 , 
P(100 photons) ~ 4 x 10-3

(plus terms from multiple sources/pixel, which I am not including in this quick illustration) 

Key insight: unresolved sources = non-Poissonian statistics. Method worked out and applied to 
gamma-ray data by Malyshev & Hogg ’11, focusing on isotropically distributed sources.



Template fitting

Disk PS (4) NFW PS (4)Isotropic PS (4)

Point source templates

• Model sky (within some energy range) as 
linear combination of spatial templates.

• Templates may either have

• Poissonian statistics

• Point-source-like statistics - extra degrees 
of freedom describing number of sources as 
a function of brightness, “source count 
function” (modeled as broken power laws)



Fitting procedure
• Data selection: ~2-12 GeV Pass 8 data up to June 2015, fit region-of-interest within 

30 degree radius of Galactic Center, masking the region within 2 degrees of the 
plane.

• Given template-based model (function of template coefficients and parameters of 
point source count functions), compute p(data|model) in each pixel, i.e. the “pixel 
likelihood”. Depends on Poissonian vs non-Poissonian statistics.

• Multiply all pixel likelihoods together to obtain overall likelihood.

• Can now find maximum of likelihood (varying template coefficients and 
parameters), or combine with priors on parameters to obtain posterior probability 
distributions (Bayesian approach).

• Main test:

• Fit 1: include all templates except “NFW PS” - spherically distributed point 
sources, with distribution peaked toward Galactic Center. Fit thus includes disk-
like and isotropic PSs and a diffuse template with the morphology of the excess.

• Fit 2: add “NFW PS” template.



Results

Signal PS (4) Disk PS (4)

source count functions

Posterior probability distributions 
(for flux associated with different populations)

Bottom line: data prefers to associate 
excess with a collection of spherically 
distributed, sub-threshold point sources 
(vs spherical diffuse emission) at 
significance > 5 sigma, Bayes factor ~109

Fit 1

Fit 2



What drives the PS preference?
• Preference for non-Poissonian statistics 

driven by presence of more bright/faint 
pixels than expected.

• Can show this explicitly by computing # of 
outlier (“hot” or “cold”) pixels, comparing 
to Poisson expectations.

• np = actual observed number of photons in 
a given pixel, define εp = P(# photons > np) 
under model with only Poissonian statistics 
(including DM template).

• Small εp corresponds to “hot pixels” - 
unusually bright relative to purely diffuse 
model.

• Fraction of pixels with small εp is a 
diagnostic for PS contribution - are there 
more than are expected from Poisson 
statistics?

Fraction of pixels with εp < ε

Results shown for mock data with no NFW 
PSs and best-fit DM model (“NFW DM”), 
mock data including NFW PSs (“NFW PS + 
NFW DM”), and real data. In all cases 
template fit includes NFW DM but not 
NFW PS, with known sources masked.



Hot pixels and known PSs
Plot shows degree to which 
pixels are outliers with 
respect to Poissonian-only 
background model (log εp-1).

Such “hot pixels” are 
potential point source 
candidates.

Including unmasked data, we 
recover many known 
sources.

Circles = known (3FGL 
catalog) sources, dotted 
circles are believed to be 
extragalactic.



The high-energy tail
Pulsar spectrum appears to cut off at a few GeV, 
but our recent work confirms prior hints of 
10+ GeV emission associated with excess.

Does that emission have the same spatial 
morphology as the few-GeV part of the excess?

Could it be ICS associated with electrons from 
pulsars?

Plot on right shows ICS contribution associated 
with AMS-02-like e+e- spectrum and low diffusion 
constant, high energy density

Linden, Rodd, Safdi & TRS ‘16



There does appear to be a high-energy 
component:

centered at the GC

with a moderately steep power-law slope

spherical or (mildly favored) elongated 
perpendicular to plane

insufficient statistics to distinguish point 
sources from diffuse emission



elongation suggests this component might be physically associated with the Fermi Bubbles rather than the GCE. If so, would mean Bubbles 
emission rises steeply toward GC - several variations on Bubbles templates do not absorb this emission, but they are all flat in latitude.

Inner Galaxy Galactic 
center

Inner Galaxy Galactic 
center



Excess over what?
• Gamma-ray backgrounds in this region and energy are complex; 

dominant backgrounds originate from:

• Cosmic ray protons striking the gas, producing neutral pions which 
decay to gammas.

• Cosmic ray electrons upscattering starlight photons to gamma-ray 
energies.

• Compact sources producing gamma-rays - pulsars, supernova 
remnants, etc.

• Backgrounds should roughly trace gas, starlight, star formation, 
supernovae, etc - all more common in the disk of the Milky Way.

• Physical processes are fairly well understood, but 3D distribution of 
gas/starlight/etc is not well measured.



Morphology of gas 
column density



Background morphology

• Most common approach: build a model for the background incorporating maps of the gas + models 
for the cosmic-ray and radiation distributions, the latter e.g. based on the public GALPROP code.

• Fit model to data, floating one or more components (“templates”) independently. Some analyses 
hold background spectra fixed, others allow spectral freedom.

• Examine residuals, test impact of adding new components to model - are they preferred, and if so 
with what morphology and spectrum?
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Fermi Collaboration 
analysis 

• Recent work by the Fermi LAT 
Collaboration (Nov ’15) seems to 
identify the same excess.

• Careful alternate approach to 
background/foreground 
modeling

• Spectrum depends on diffuse 
model, but peak around a few 
GeV seems consistent

• Greatest improvements in the 
fit provided by spatial models 
peaked steeply toward the GC



If it is dark matter…
• Our best fits are for DM masses 

around 10-50 GeV depending on 
channel, ~35-45 GeV for b’s. 
Cross section is ~thermal, i.e. 
~weak-scale.

• Heavier DM annihilating to hh can 
also provide a good fit to CCW 
results (1411.2592; Calore et al 
1411.4647). Preferred DM mass is 
right at the threshold.

• Annihilation to W’s, Z’s and tops 
provides a worse fit.

Agrawal et al 1411.2592

Calore et al ‘14



Model-building challenges
• Direct detection is very sensitive in this mass range, why haven’t we seen it? 

• Annihilation may be resonant

• Direct detection may be dominantly spin-dependent or otherwise 
suppressed (although in many models, upcoming direct detection 
experiments have sensitivity anyway)

• Annihilation may be 2→4 and the intermediate particles may have small 
couplings to the SM

• What about bounds from colliders?

• Sensitivity is reduced in the presence of light mediators, which may be 
needed to raise the cross section to thermal relic values

• Nonetheless, substantial classes of simplified models can be ruled out.

• There are existence proofs of UV-complete models that satisfy all constraints.



Examples
• Annihilation through a pseudoscalar to 

b’s (e.g.  “coy DM” of 1401.6458)

• Renormalizable model presented in 
1404.3716, pseudoscalar mixes with 
CP-odd component of 2HDM

• Z3 NMSSM implementation in 
1406.6372, bino/higgsino DM 
annihilates through light MSSM-like 
pseudoscalar. General NMSSM study 
in 1409.1573.

• 2→4 models - DM annihilates to an on-
shell mediator, subsequently decays to 
SM particles (e.g. 1404.5257, 1404.6528, 
1405.0272, dark photon and NMSSM 
implementations in 1405.5204, dark-
sector showering in 1410.3818).
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Can we find 
them?

• Pulsars = leading candidate 
for the point sources, due 
to spectral similarity

• Could potentially be 
probed by radio or X-ray 
telescopes - see e.g. 
Calorie et al ’15.



Limits from dwarf galaxies
• Dwarf galaxies of the Milky Way have high mass-to-light ratios, provide low-background search 

targets.

• Searches integrate ~total emission from dwarfs; there is only mild dependence on the details of 
the DM density profile toward the dwarf centers.

• Gamma-ray observations provide strongest bounds on weak-scale DM annihilating to photon-
rich final states - probe thermal relic cross sections for DM lighter than O(100) GeV.

• At sub-TeV masses, strongest bounds come from Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope (see talk 
by Silva on Thursday for highlights)

• all-sky instrument

• sensitive to gamma-rays from tens of MeV up to TeV+, best sensitivity in 1-100 GeV range

• At higher masses, current strongest bounds come from ground-based air Cherenkov 
telescopes (HESS, MAGIC, VERITAS)

• small field of view

• large effective area (10
5-6

 m
2
 vs ~1 m

2
 for Fermi)

• sensitive primarily to photons above ~100 GeV



• Combined 
analysis of 
dwarf 
galaxies 
with 
Fermi and 
MAGIC

Ahnen et al ‘16



Line limits from GC
• For gamma-

ray lines, 
astrophysical 
backgrounds 
are low

• Need to 
optimize 
statistics - 
look toward 
Galactic 
center

Kieffer et al '15



Cosmic-ray and CMB limits
• For final states rich in leptons but not photons (dominant annihilation to electrons, muons), 

stronger limits can be obtained from 

• AMS-02 measurements of the cosmic-ray positron flux

• the cosmic microwave background

• The latter bounds also set strong constraints on light DM without velocity-suppressed 
annihilation.

Bergstrom et al ‘13

TRS ‘15

Red/pink lines = direct annihilation to 
photons or e+e-
Brown lines = annihilation to neutrinos
Other colors = all other SM final states
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Limits on light annihilating DM

• For s-wave (velocity-independent rate) annihilation, CMB bounds are strongest.

• If signal is suppressed at low velocities, present-day photon observations from a 
range of experiments are more constraining.

• Approach: require that predicted signal not exceed data (no background 
subtraction/modeling).

Essig et al ‘13


